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ABSTRACT
Embedding is one of the fundamental building blocks for data analysis tasks. Although most
embedding schemes are designed to be domain-specific, they have been recently extended
to represent various other research domains. However, there are relatively few discussions
on analyzing these generated embeddings, and removing undesired features from the em-
bedding. In this paper, we first propose an innovative embedding analyzing method that
quantitatively measures the features in the embedding data. We then propose an unsuper-
vised method to remove or alleviate undesired features in the embedding by applying Domain
Adversarial Network (DAN). Our empirical results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm
has good performance on both industry and natural language processing benchmark datasets.
1 Introduction
An embedding is a low-dimensional vector representation of an entity that captures the features of the entity.
Due to its efficiency and effectiveness in representing data, embedding learning technology has been widely
applied to various research domains. In particular, word embedding methods such as Word2vec [17] have
been widely used in natural language processing to capture the semantic and synthetic information about the
words. The high-level idea of Word2vec is that the context (e.g., paragraphs or documents) provides sufficient
information to characterize each word. Therefore, with no prior knowledge about words but only context data
as training set, Word2vec is able to generate a low-dimensional vector representation for each word in the
context that captures its properties.
Most existing embedding schemes are designed to embed data in specific domains. Recently, several works [20,
12, 13, 21, 23, 9] showed that these embedding methods can be applied to other types of data. Encoding data as
embeddings has two major advantages: (a) it is a more efficient representation with lower dimensions than the
original data, and (b) it is a more expressive representation and the similarity of the mapped vectors is easy
to measure. More importantly, the beauty of this method is that it captures the characteristics of an entity
not by its feature values, but instead by its context. Therefore, it becomes extremely useful when the feature
values are hard to access. As a concrete example, we can generate embeddings for restaurants without any
knowledge about the restaurant, but only with customers’ shopping histories. In this case, the restaurants are
treated as words in word embedding, and customers’ shopping histories are treated as the context. The logic
behind this method is similar to word embedding: restaurants visited by the same customer share similar
properties, therefore we can capture their characteristics given enough transaction histories.
Such general embedding schemes have been proven to capture the characteristics of data without knowing
the feature values of data. However, in many cases, we are able to access a subset of features of the original
data that might affect the embedding vector. It’s interesting to analyze how significantly these features affect
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the embedding vector. In the example of restaurant embedding, although many features of a restaurant are
hard to determine (e.g., the quality of food/service), there are some features that can easily be collected (e.g.,
the location of the restaurant). When recommending restaurants to a customer, it will be useful to measure
the influence of these known features in the embedding. Such an analysis could potentially help make wise
decisions on downstream tasks and reason the outcomes.
Moreover, depending on the downstream task, there might exist undesired known features that significantly
affect the embedding. In this case, it’s important to eliminate their influence to improve the performance of
downstream tasks. In the restaurant recommendation example, location information can be generally useful
in restaurant recommendation since people tend to visit their local restaurants. However, when recommending
merchants to frequent travelers who typically stay within a fixed area, we intend to remove the influence of
location in the restaurant embedding while preserving other features at the same time. In this case, we expect
the embeddings of two fast food chain restaurants will be close, regardless of where they are located. As we
will explain later in the paper, the influence of location could largely affect the alignment of restaurants with
similar types.
In this paper, we aim to solve these lines of work in a general framework. We summarize our contributions as
follows:
• We summarize the methodology of generating embedding for general data with only their context.
• For a known feature in the original data, we propose a method to quantitatively measure its weight
in the embedding.
• We propose an effective methodology for removing or alleviating the impact of a feature in the embed-
ding using Domain Adversarial Network (DAN).
• We demonstrate that a combination of feature detection and alleviation is effective in both industry
and NLP benchmark datasets.
2 General Data Embedding
Learning compact vector representations of entities’ profiles is crucial for a variety of applications. Recent
works show that many domain-specific embedding schemes work for any data type that comes with context
of the data, e.g. users’ search history, purchase history, places visited history, click sessions and so on. In
this section, we summarize two general embedding generation schemes using word embedding and graph
embedding, respectively. We use restaurant embedding as a concrete example, in which case the context is a
user’s visiting history at different restaurants.
2.1 Word Embedding Generation Method
If we view each user’s history as a document and each restaurant as a word, then we can group the transactions
by users and re-organize the data as follows:
{[P1 : M1, M2, . . . , M6],
[P2 : M1, M3, . . . , M3],
. . . ,
[Pm : M3, M9, . . . , M7], }
where Pi is the i-th user and Mi is the i-th restaurant.
With this data layout, we can directly apply Word2vec [17] to generate embeddings for restaurants, as if it is
generating embeddings for words.
2.2 Graph Embedding Generation Method
Graph embedding methods can also be applied to generate the restaurant embeddings. In this case, we create
graphs that capture the relations between restaurants and users. We can create a bipartite graph where
users/restaurants are vertices and an edge is added if there is a transaction between a user and a restaurant.
We can also create a graph with restaurants as its nodes, where two restaurant nodes are connected if they
are visited by a same user. With these graphs, graph embedding methods such as [19, 18, 14] can be applied
to generate embeddings for restaurants.
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3 Feature Measurement in Embedding
Embeddings preserve the information of the entities by placing similar entities close together in the embedding
space. As a result, features in the entity will be inherently encoded in the embedding and affect the results of
vector operations. For example, word embedding captures the semantic and syntactic properties of the word,
therefore the embeddings of synonyms will be close to each other in the embedding space. However, it’s hard
to tease apart features since all the features are entangled together and we don’t know which dimensions
represent which features. For example, it’s difficult to know which dimensions from a Word2vec embedding
are related to the polarity of the word. However, for words with similar polarity, like ‘good’ and ‘great’, we do
observe that they have short distance in the embedding space.
As mentioned in Section 1, we are interested in the scenario that we could access a subset of features in the
original data. In this case, we are looking for an effective way to measure how significantly an embedding
is affected by a known feature in the original data. For simplicity, we assume for now that the feature is a
binary feature that separates the data points into positive and negative points. Intuitively, for all positive and
negative data points in the data space, the more their embeddings stay apart from each other, the more the
feature is embedded. We quantify this significance using linear classifier. Formally speaking,
Definition 1. Given an embedding generator E :D→ Rd and a feature F :D→ {0,1}. If there exists a linear
classifier on the embedding space C :Rd → {0,1} and a positive value ε with the following probability:
Probx∈D [C(E(x))= F(x)]> 50%+ε
We say that E embeds F with weight ε.
The idea behind this definition is straight-forward. If an embedding generated by E doesn’t contain any
information about feature F, the values of F(x) become random labels for C(E(x)). Therefore, any linear
classifier will achieve an accuracy of 50% in expectation. Conversely, if the embeddings can be classified
linearly on feature F with accuracy above 50%, the embeddings reflect some information of F. The more
accuracy the linear classifier could achieve, the more information is encoded in the embedding.
This definition can be simply extended to multi-label classifiers. Suppose the number of labels is M, then if
the classification accuracy is above 1/M, then the embedding E embeds feature F. Numerical features can also
be binned to category features using predefined threshold to adapt to such proposition.
However, it’s impractical to calculate the probability for the entire data space according to the definition.
Therefore in practice, we randomly sample data points in both positive and negative sets. We say the feature is
embedded if there exists a linear classifier that can accurately classify feature F on the embeddings. Formally
speaking, given D ⊆D. If
∀ f ∈ {0,1}, |{x ∈D|F(x)= f and C(E(x))= f }||{x ∈D|F(x)= f }| > τ,
then F is embedded by E with weight τ.
In this paper, we call a feature major feature if the classification accuracy τ is above 80%, and minor feature if
it is between 50%−80%.
4 Embedding Feature Attenuation and Retention
The generated embeddings encode rich information about the original data without using these features in the
training procedure explicitly. In some cases, there may exist undesired features encoded in the embedding.
In the example of word embedding, some bias information can be implicitly embedded in the embedding, e.g.
gender, race, nationality, and age [7]. Eliminating these discriminating features (a.k.a. fairness) is still an
active research topic. We also gave an example of undesired location feature in restaurant embedding in
Section 1. However, it’s difficult for us to know which dimensions represent the undesired feature. We show
this effect via Variational Autoencoders (VAE) [15], a widely used technique for latent representations. We
extract 20-dimension latent representation for 200-dimension embeddings and then plot all dimensions of
latent representation using Parallel Coordinates Plot (PCP) [22]. We show the results in Figure 1. In the
figure, orange lines indicate embeddings in location A and blue lines are embeddings in location B. As we
can see, except the last dimension, the latent representations for embeddings of different locations cover the
similar ranges in most dimensions.
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Figure 1: Visualizing covering ranges of dimensions in the latent representation using PCP. Orange lines
indicate embeddings in location A and blue lines are embeddings in location B.
4.1 Domain-Adversarial Network (DAN)
Given a undesired feature F, let X = x1, ..., xp and Y = y1, ..., yq be two sets of embeddings which can be
divided based on F, where p and q are the sizes of embeddings in each class, n = p+ q is the total number
of embeddings in the dataset. Each element in X can be mapped to one or more elements in Y . The goal of
the Domain-Adversarial Network (DAN) is to find such a mapping function G to map X to Y ’s space so that
all the similar items in X and Y will be close in one space after mapping. By adopting the terminology in
domain-adversarial approach [11], we name the embedding X as source domain and embedding Y as target
domain respectively. A discriminator D is trained to discriminate between elements randomly sampled from
G(X ) = {G(x1), ...,G(xp)} and Y . Generator G is trained to prevent the discriminator from making accurate
predictions. As a result, this is a two-player game, where the discriminator aims at maximizing its ability
to identify the origin of an embedding, and G aims at preventing the discriminator from doing so by making
the distribution of G(X ) and Y as similar as possible on F. After the network converges, G servers as a
mapping function to map the embeddings in source domain to the target domain such that the difference on
the undesired feature is reduced/removed between these two domains.
In addition to adopt domain-adversarial approach, we also add a feature enhancement component to measure
the similarity of the generated embedding and the original embedding by adding cosine distance to the gener-
ator loss. By adding this component, we can retain all the other features of the embedding data so that G(X )
and Y can be aligned on these features. In summary, D and G play the following two-player minmax game
with value function V (G,D):
min
G
max
D
V (D,G)=Ey∼pY (y)[logD(y)]+ (1)
Ex∼pX (x)[log(1−D(G(x)))+ (2)
dcos(x,G(x))] (3)
Our DAN structure is shown in Figure 2. X represents original embeddings in the source domain, G(X ) is the
mapped embeddings from the source domain to the target domain, and Y represents original embeddings in
the target domain. G is the generator, D is the discriminator, and S is the feature enhancement component.
The network of generator and discriminator are both multilayer perceptrons, we show one example in Figure
3.
Under discriminator D, we consider the probability PD(target = 1|z) that a vector z is from target domain,
the probability PD(target = 0|z) that a vector z is not from target domain. Since the discriminator tries to
separate the target embedding and mapped source embedding, the discriminator loss function LD(Eq. 1) can
be written as:
LD =−1q
q∑
i=1
PD(target= 1|yi)− 1p
p∑
i=1
PD(target= 0|G(xi)) (4)
The generator(G) has two objectives: one is to fool the discriminator, which is to make the discriminator believe
that the mapped embeddings are from the target distribution; the other is the feature retaining(S), which is to
make the mapped embedding and the original embedding as similar as possible. In this work, the similarity
function we choose is cosine similarity. The loss function LG (Eq. 2+ 3) can be written as:
LG =−α ·
1
p
p∑
i=1
cos(G(xi), xi)−β · 1p
p∑
i=1
PD(target= 1|G(xi)) (5)
The feature retaining component serves the function as putting a restriction on the generator G, or giving a
guidance of G, so that after mapping, the distribution p(G(x)) is as similar as pY , and each individual G(xi) is
as similar as xi.
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Figure 2: DAN structure. X represents an embedding in the source domain, G(X ) is the embedding mapped
from the source domain to the target domain, and Y represents an embedding in the target domain. G is the
generator, D is the discriminator, and S is the feature enhancement component.
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Figure 3: Structures of Generator and Discriminator.
4.2 Multi-label Embedding Mapping
The above framework works for the setting of removing one binary categorical feature, which includes one
source and one target domain. In multi-label setting, such that a given feature can classify the embedding
into M classes, we can’t apply the method directly. One solution is to arbitrarily choose one class as target
domain and the rest M−1 classes as source domain. Then we can learn M−1 mapping functions G to map
multiple source domains to the target domain. Another solution is choosing one target domain, and then
mapping all the M−1 source domains together using single mapping function. In this work, we mainly focus
on the binary class setting, we defer the further research on multi-label setting to the future work.
5 Experiments
5.1 Dataset
We have evaluated the proposed method on two data sets. The first dataset is restaurant embedding dataset
generated from user transactions, and the other one is multi-language embedding dataset created by Facebook
research [6].
5.1.1 Restaurant Embedding Dataset
In this dataset, we generate embeddings for restaurants with Word2vec [17]. The transaction dataset used in
this experiment is provided by a financial institution, with more than 260 million card transactions through
four months. The metadata (known features) used for each restaurant is aggregated from the authorization
5
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(a) Location (b) Category
Figure 4: Visualizations on East-West dataset in PCA. In Figure 4a, the red points represent west embeddings
and the blue ones are east embeddings. In Figure 4b, the pink ones are Subway embeddings and the blue
points are McDonald’s embeddings.
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Figure 5: Visualizing values of dimensions in embeddings.
transaction dataset. In our experiments, we mainly use restaurant name (category), city and state of the
restaurant locates, average price and total number of transactions (frequency) as the known features.
From these embeddings, we derive two datasets based on different partitions of the restaurants:
East-West dataset. We extract 15,951 embeddings of Subway and McDonald’s from ten east states of USA
(ME, VT, NH, MA, NY, CT, PA, NJ, DE, MD, VA, NC, SC, GA, FL, WV) and ten west states of USA (WA, CA,
OR, NV, ID, UT, AZ, MT, WY, CO, NM, TX, ND, SD, NE, KS, OK). In this dataset, there are 2,875 McDonald’s
from west states, 3,253 McDonald’s from east states, 5,108 Subway from west states, and 4,715 Subway from
east states.
NY-SF dataset. In this dataset, we extract 108,790 restaurant embeddings from New York (NY) and 55,331
embeddings from San Francisco (SF). In total, there are 164,121 embeddings and over 8,000 restaurant cate-
gories. Here the category of a restaurant refers to its chain name.
5.1.2 Multi-language Embedding Dataset
Continuous word embedding spaces exhibit similar structures across languages [16]. For multi-lingual em-
bedding trained separately or simultaneously, the embeddings of words from different languages tend to stay
away from each other. If we treat “language” as the feature we want to remove, the semantic and synthetic
meaning of the words as the features we want to retain, then the word translation task, mapping embeddings
from one language to another language, can also be solved using our framework. For example, we would expect
words “hello” and “bonjour” to be close in the embedding space after removing the language feature.
We use embedding dataset of different languages from Facebook MUSE [6] project, where embeddings are
trained using fastText1 [2].
1The dataset follows the licence of Attribution-NonCommercial 4.0 International. https://github.com/
facebookresearch/MUSE/blob/master/LICENSE
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5.2 Evaluations on Restaurant Embedding
5.2.1 Embedding Analysis on East-West Dataset
We visualize restaurant embedding from both space and value perspective. For space perspective, we use
Principal Components Analysis (PCA) to map the embedding with 200 dimensions to 3 dimensions, then color
the embedding based on location information or category information. In Figure 4a, blue points represent east
embeddings while red ones represent the west. As we can see, the points form two clusters based on their
locations, which indicates location information is a major feature embedded in the restaurant embedding
dataset. In Figure 4b, blue points are McDonald’s embeddings and pink ones are Subway’s embeddings.
Different from location information, there is no obvious bound on these points when we color the points based
on category information, which means category is a minor feature in the embeddings.
For value perspective, we use heatmap to measure the difference between east and west embeddings’ values.
In Figure 5, the x-axis represents the index of each dimension and we have 200 dimensions in total. The
y-axis is divided into two part based on location information: east for embeddings of east states and west for
the ones of west states. We calculate the mean of embeddings for east and west embeddings on each dimension
respectively. Although the major pattern are pretty similar between the upper part and the lower part, we can
still observe some differences on certain dimensions. For example, the values of dimension around 100 of the
west are larger than ones in the east since the upper colors are warmer than the lower ones.
In addition to visualizations, we also use classifiers to ensure what features are embedded in restaurant
embeddings. We choose location, category, price, and frequency as our features. To test if a single feature
in the embedding, we use the restaurant metadata as the label data. Take location as an example, we use 0
for east embeddings and 1 for west embeddings; for category, we use 0 for McDonald’s and 1 for Subway. For
numerical features, we set a threshold(medium) to bin the embedding data: $10.05 for price and 11,699 for
frequency. Then we set restaurants above the threshold as label 1 and below the threshold as label 0. With
the labeled data, logistic regression is applied as the binary classifier to classify the embedding data on these
features. 80% data are used as training set and 20% data as testing set. The accuracy on each feature is shown
in Table 1.
Table 1: Classification results on different features.
Feature Location Category Price Frequency
Accuracy 99.62% 78.94% 74.02% 72.51%
With τ set as 80%, the results in Table 1 shows that location is a major feature and all the other features are
minor features.
5.2.2 Evaluation Setup
Now we apply our domain adversarial network (DAN) proposed in Section 4.1 to restaurant embedding
dataset. Our generator and discriminator structures are shown in Figure 3.
We evaluate on two main targets: how much the undesired feature is alleviated and how much the other
features are retained.
For feature alleviation, we use “location” as our undesired feature and label the embeddings of the source
domain as 1 and the target domain as 0. To test the effectiveness of feature removing, we train a linear
classifier using same the method mentioned in 5.2.1 to measure the classification accuracy between mapped
embeddings and target embeddings.
For feature retention, we choose to test on category feature. Similar to standard practice in word translation,
we measure how many times the correct category of a source restaurant is retrieved, and report precision P@k
for k= 1,5,10, which k means the k nearest neighbors of the generated embedding in the target domain.
Adopting the same definition in section 3, with the embeddings E for dataset X , F(E(x)) as the label for x ∈ X
on category. We also define a function Nk(E(x)), which outputs the top k-nearest neighbor embeddings of E(x).
G(E(x)) is the mapping function from source domain to target domain. Given a query embedding E(xq) from
source space, F(E(xq)) and F(Nk(G(E(xq)))) are calculated. If F(E(xq)) ∈ F(Nk(G(E(xq)))), the prediction is
correct. Otherwise the prediction is wrong. We count the number of the correct predictions for all the query
embeddings to calculate the precision.
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0 5k 10k 15k 20k 25k 30kEpoch
Figure 6: Mapping transition (mapping red points to blue points)
5.2.3 Results on East-West Embedding
In this section, we treat west embedding as source domain and east embedding as target domain to show the
effectiveness of feature removal.
To get an overview on how embeddings transit from one space to another space, we first plot the generated
embeddings and target embeddings into 3D space using Principal components analysis (PCA). The mapping
transition with epoch from 0 to 30,000 is shown in Figure 6. Here red points are west embeddings and blue
points are east embeddings. Our target is to map red points to blue points. At epoch 0, red points and blue
points are totally two different clusters. As the training is going on, red points become more and more similar
to blue points. At epoch 35,000, these two groups of points are merged together, which indicates there is less
location difference between the two groups of embeddings.
Figure 7 shows location classification results between source/generated embeddings and target embeddings.
The blue line indicates the generator without feature enhancement (α = 0), while the red one indicates the
generator with the enhancement (α = 1). By using DAN, the accuracies drop from around 100% to 60−70%,
which means the difference of location is attenuated.
0 100000 200000 300000 400000 500000
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0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
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cu
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with cosine loss
Figure 7: Location classification results with/without feature component in generator.
We show Table 2 with various values for α for KNN precision on category P@k (k = 1, 5, 10) and location
classification accuracy ACC. The first row is the evaluation on raw embedding of the source domain and the
target domain, which we define as our baseline. The second row is the result of applying DAN directly without
feature enhancement. Although the location classification accuracy is dropped to 68.22%, the 1-NN on category
also dropped to 49.05%. By adding the feature enhancement component (α 6= 0), as α is increasing, accuracy
on K-NN is also increasing, but the location classification accuracy decreases at beginning and increases when
α is above 5. The experiment shows that the feature enhancement can help attenuate the location feature and
can also help the retain the other features in the embedding data. When α is too large, e.g. α= 100, the feature
enhancement component dominates the loss function, DAN cannot generate effective mapped embedding to
distinguish two locations.
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Table 2: Results on East-West dataset. We report the average precision P@k (k=1, 5, 10) for categories and
accuracy ACC for location classification.
P@1 P@5 P@10 ACC
Raw data 57.20% 97.43% 99.89% 99.62%
α= 0,β= 1 49.05% 95.06% 99.72% 68.22%
α= 1,β= 1 53.75% 95.54% 99.49% 61.45%
α= 2,β= 1 53.84% 96.20% 99.52% 61.26%
α= 5,β= 1 55.02% 96.40% 99.57% 61.79%
α= 10,β= 1 54.94% 96.78% 99.57% 63.64%
α= 25,β= 1 55.49% 97.13% 99.72% 68.56%
α= 50,β= 1 56.63% 97.33% 99.79% 79.03%
α= 100,β= 1 57.26% 97.38% 99.84% 99.59%
Table 3: Results on SF and NY dataset. We report the average precision P@k (k=1, 5, 10) for categories and
accuracy ACC for location classification.
SF to NY (with noise) SF to NY (without noise)
P@1 P@5 P@10 ACC@L P@1 P@5 P@10 ACC@L
baseline 0.20% 0.66% 1.02% 84.54% 15.58% 45.56% 59.69% 91.78%
alpha=0, beta=1 0.37% 1.08% 1.55% 80.52% 12.55% 38.54% 56.56% 98.29%
alpha=1, beta=1 0.67% 1.99% 2.69% 74.81% 18.12% 47.35% 61.59% 85.51%
alpha=2, beta=1 0.59% 1.81% 2.52% 73.71% 18.09% 46.84% 60.04% 82.95%
alpha=5, beta=1 0.62% 1.92% 2.69% 72.26% 21.71% 52.70% 66.92% 81.32%
alpha=10, beta=1 0.44% 1.40% 2.04% 73.11% 17.13% 46.55% 60.71% 82.81%
alpha=25, beta=1 0.26% 0.78% 1.17% 74.29% 14.64% 39.21% 55.14% 89.61%
alpha=50, beta=1 0.18% 0.59% 0.89% 75.25% 14.19% 39.35% 54.63% 90.78%
5.2.4 Results on NY-SF Embedding
The east-west dataset results shows our algorithm can work well for features with two classes. To show that
whether it can be applied to multi-class features, we perform another set of experiments on the NY-SF dataset.
In this dataset, the embeddings of New York are our source domain while the ones of San Francisco are the
target domain.
Since not all the restaurants are in both SF and NY, we design two test settings. In the with-noise setting,
all the restaurants are considered. The best performance happens when α is 1 and β is 1 showed in Table 3.
In the without-noise setting, restaurants only in one city are removed, thus the restaurants left are in both
SF and NY. After removing noise, there are 10,313 restaurants in NY while there are 3,736 restaurants in
SF. In total, there are 91 different categories. The best performance happens when α is 5 and β is 1 showed
in Table 3 as well. These results indicate that about 62.7% chain restaurants in SF can be found the exactly
same restaurants in NY after applying DAN method within top 10-nearest neighborhood.
5.3 Evaluations on Multi-language Embedding
For multi-language embedding, “language” is feature we want to remove, and meaning of the words from
different languages is the feature we want to retain. We adopt a high-quality dictionaries of up to 100k pairs
of words using an Facebook internal translation tool to do the evaluation [6]. The languages we focus in our
experiments are English(en), Spanish(es), French(fr), German(de), Russian(ru) and Italian(it). For the task
of translating English to other languages, English is in the source domain, while other languages are target
domains. For other languages into English, English is in target domain and other languages are in source
domains. We use the following hyperparameter settings in the experiment: # of iterations = 1 million, α= 1,
β= 1, batch size = 32. Similar to NY-SF dataset, we only show the K-nearest neighbors results, which is word
translation task in natural language processing.
Word Translation The task is retrieving the translation of given source words. Here we use both k-nearest
neighbors and cross-domain similarity local scaling (CSLS) [6] metrics. Table 4 shows that our framework
(NN, CSLS) outperforms MUSE unsupervised method (M_NN, M_CSLS) [6] in most languages for both NN
and CSLS except en-es task. We are not aiming at tuning the hyper parameters. The results of MUSE are
from running MUSE code on the default settings without any post processing for fair comparison.
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Table 4: Results on multi-Language embedding for word translation. NN and CSLS are the results from the
proposed method using NN and CSLS as metric for K = 1,5,10. M_NN is the MUSE method using NN as
metric, M_CSLS is the MUSE method using CSLS as metric.
en-es es-en en-fr fr-en en-de de-en en-ru ru-en en-it it-en
M_NN
P@1 69.07% 64.40% 53.96% 61.6% 61.02% 51.40% 24.20% 32.00% 56.45% 59.33%
P@5 82.93% 78.40% 65.08% 75.93% 71.19% 66.60% 44.20% 50.00% 66.13% 73.73%
P@10 86.87% 81.8% 68.25% 80.60% 72.88% 71.93% 51.40% 56.20% 69.35% 81.13%
NN
P@1 68.93% 72.00% 69.60% 69.00% 60.27% 61.80% 25.73% 46.60% 61.33% 63.07%
P@5 81.26% 84.60% 82.93% 83.13% 79.33% 76.26% 51.33% 65.73% 77.93% 79.07%
P@10 85.00% 88.40% 85.80% 87.20% 83.27% 80.80% 59.80% 70.26% 82.87% 82.53%
M_CSLS
P@1 76.00% 71.93% 68.25% 69.87% 71.19% 57.20% 27.80% 37.00% 66.13% 66.53%
P@5 86.86% 83.20% 79.37% 82.47% 79.66% 72.87% 49.93% 57.67% 79.03% 79.20%
P@10 89.60% 85.87% 80.95% 85.40% 81.36% 77.07% 56.60% 63.53% 82.26% 82.33%
CSLS
P@1 72.00% 77.60% 74.93% 75.73% 64.47% 65.33% 30.00% 50.20% 66.93% 69.20%
P@5 84.46% 87.60% 86.40% 87.47% 81.27% 78.60% 57.20% 70.20% 81.80% 82.73%
P@10 87.13% 90.00% 88.46% 90.33% 85.60% 83.33% 64.26% 74.40% 85.47% 86.07%
6 Related Work
There are several existing work focusing on embedding bias attenuation and mapping. It has been observed
that the bias inherent in the data are also expressed in the word embeddings [3, 4, 8]. This minor feature as
discussed in this line of work includes gender, race or age. However, it cannot deal with major features in the
embedding.
Another line of work focuses on bilingual embedding mapping or multi-language embedding mapping. Cross-
lingual word embeddings are appealing for two reasons: compare the meaning of words across languages
and model transfer between languages (e.g., between resource-rich and low-resource languages, by providing
a common representation space). If the word embedding is trained using merged documents from multiple
languages, words from the same language tend to cluster together due to similar context. Then the language
becomes the major feature embedded in the word embeddings. Several approaches have been proposed to
learn bilingual dictionaries mapping from the source to the target space and align them into the same space
using lexicon or a sample of lexicon [16, 1, 10].
[6] learns an initial linear mapping in an adversarial way by additionally training a discriminator to differenti-
ate between projected and actual target language embeddings. [5] extends this line of work to represent words
from multiple languages in a single distributional vector space. This line of work also applies the domain
adversarial network. Our work relaxes linear assumptions in the generator and applies the cosine distance
loss as feature retaining component to keep remaining features in the word embedding.
7 Conclusion
In this work, we have proposed a simple but effective method to verify the features of the entity in the entity
embedding. Then a domain adversarial network based algorithm is proposed to remove or attenuate the
features detected in the embedding to meet the requirements of various downstream tasks. We show the
promising results in both industry and NLP datasets.
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